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8:00 P.M.; Student Union Ballroom 
Rosewood's Rebels To Invade Tonight 
The Rosewood Rebellion, the 
eclectic new marimba group led 
by Jamz Dutton of Chicago, 
takes its audiences on a trip of 
throbbing sounds and swirling 
lights, going from pop to rock 
and then zipping to bosa nova 
and Bach. 
The group plays thirty-nine 
different instruments , 
primarily in the percussion 
family, to produce its exuberant 
and evoca ti ve sounds. 
And its spectacula r F A S 0 R, 
a ten-bv-thirtv-foot translucent 
structure that translates sounds 
into crazily-dancing flashes and 
bolts of multi col ored light 
s ignals, pr ovides a wi ld , 
provocatil{e light show a nd 
backdrop . 
The Rosewood Rebellion was 
founded by Dutton in Chicago in 
1969. It was an outgrowth of his 
fo rm er group , the Dutton 
Quartet, which had been put 
together to play shows in the 
Chicago area. Dutton , who is 
also chairman of the Percussion 
Department at the well-known 
American Conservatory of 
Music in Chicago, took three of 
his best students to form the 
Quartet. 
The Dutton Quartet zapped 
the critics on its first tour. The 
second year , Roger Williams 
heard them play and signed 
them to appear with him in 
another series . This provided 
valuable exposure for Dutton, 
and he quickly became a well· 
known figure in cities across the 
country. 
When the other members of 
the Dutton Quartet completed 
their studies a t the Con-
ser vatory , they moved on . 
Ha rold J ones , the g roup 's 
or igin a l dru mmer , joined the 
Count Bas ie Band . 
At tha t point , Dutton refor -
mula ted his concept of what his 
group should be do ing. He 
assem bl ed fo ur ta lented 
mus ic ia ns , expa nded his 
repe toire of instrum ents a nd 
ar ra ng emen ts , a nd fin all y , 
commiss ioned a scul pto r , a 
pa inter , and a n elec troni cs 
engineer to design and build his 
group 's F A S 0 R. 
The Rosewood Rebellion will 
be at UMR tonight at 8:00 p.m. 
in the SU Ballroom. 
Jamz Dutton and his Rosewood Rebellion will begin a swirling splurge of 
sound and color to the SU Ballroom tonight at 8:00 p.m. The group plays 
thirty-nine instruments during the exuberant evening that takes the audience 
on a trip that zips from pop rock to Bossa Nova and Bach. 
Miss Betty Foland Crowned 
Queen Of Love And Beauty 
Chancellor Baker Returns 
From Trip In S. Vietnam 
Optimism is the one word that 
best describes Chancellor Mer! 
Baker's feelings upon returning 
from his recent visit to the 
Agency for International 
De ve lopm e nt ' s education 
program invol ving UMR 
faculty in South Vietnam. 
Accompanied by Dr . A.G. 
Unkl esba y, univer s ity-w ide 
president for administration, he 
ma de a thr ee -week trip to the 
Far East , spending 8 days of it 
in Sa igon . His optimism is a 
re fl ection of the very high op-
timism of the UMR faculty 
working a t the National 
Technica l Center. Said Cha n-
cellor Baker, " At first, they 
were unsure of direction, but 
after a yea r 's work their at -
titude is very optimistic that 
they a re on the right track. " 
school' age children in South 
Vietnam are back in school. 
Education is given much 
publicity in South Vietnam , and 
the education officials hope that 
a fter the el ections in two 
years, educa tiona I programs 
will receive a greater increase 
in gov ernm ent financial sup-
port. Chanc ellor Baker ex-
plains, "after being a party to 
mu ch des tru ction in South 
Vietna m, the U.S. government 
feels a serious obligation to help 
rebuild the country, as it did for 
Korea . and its foes and allies 
in World War II. Although the 
governm ent of Vietnam 's 
primary aid thrust is now in 
education , most funds still go to 
pa y for milita ry operations . 
These education progra ms 
Before a packed audience and 
in a spectacular , dazzling 
display , St. Patrick crowned 
Miss Betty Foland as his queen 
of love and beauty. Miss 
Foland, representing the men of 
Sigma Phi Epsilon, received a 
standing ovation from a very 
enthusiastic crowd. 
First runner up was Miss Jan 
Solum of Sigma Pi. Second, 
third and fourth runner ups 
were Shirley Nivens (Pi Kappa 
Alpha ); Mrs. Donna Leone 
(GO!) and Miss Judith Creason 
(Tau Kappa Epsilon) 
respectively. A host of other 
beauties rounded out the regal 
court for st. Pat and his queen. 
The bevy of beauties and the 
crowning of the queen was but 
one part of the gala coronation 
festivities. With a concert band 
leading the way with musical 
numbers during the official 
events , speeches were given 
and knights were knighted. 
Perhaps the most memorable 
comment was by St. Pat's 
herald when he stated quite 
emphatically that Rolla 
(beloved ) was the 2nd home of 
the Missouri Miners . 
One of the highlights of the 
evening was the knighting of 
(Continued on Page 7) 
On his trip , the Chancellor 
first flew to Honolulu where he 
attended an a lumni meeting of 
Rolla and Columbia graduates. 
From there he tra veled to 
Saigon via Tokyo and Hong 
Kong. In Saigon , he toured the 
Na tional Technical Center , 
talked with our faculty there , 
and met many Vietnamese 
offi cia ls. He was particularly 
impressed by Dr. Nguyen Luu 
Vien , Minister of Education who 
is also Prime Minister. Dr. Vien 
has directed the Vietnamese 
national school system in such a 
positive direction that it can 
now claim that 85 per cent of the 
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"The Longest Day" 
f1tvie Times: 4:00 & 6:30 
A dramatic re-enactment of 
D-Day . from dawn to dusk --
composed of bra very . blood -
shed. blunders . fateful decisions 
and unforseen tricks of fate . 
This stirring record of the 
greatest military operation of 
a ll times . the armada which 
turned the tide on Europe 's 
western fron t . includes the 
frustrating reverses of the 
Allies: the arroga nt un -
derestimation by the Nazis of 
the Allied Force and strategy: 
and occasional funny incidents 
wh ich emphasize the horrible 
waste and futility of war. This 
film. concentrating on the 
actual personal heroics of the 
ma ny fighting men involved, is 
indeed a memorable one. 
With John Wayne , Robert 
Mitchum . Henry Fonda , 
Richard Burton and Peter 
Lawford. 
358 Days 
Until St. Pat's 
NOTICE! 
Applications for Student 
Union Board officers and 
directors are available at 
Candy Counter and S.U. 
Room 212. All past or 
present committee 
members are eligible . 
Deadline for application is 
March 31. 
NOTICE! 
Don ' t forget the talent 
show , Friday, April 23. All 
students are eligible. 
Deadline for application is 
Apri l 16. Applications are 
available at the S.U. Candy 
Counter and Student Union 
Room 212. 
NOTICE! 
AUSA will present three 
ne wly commissioned 
Lieutenants to discuss the 
entrance and ini tial 
training of ROTC 
graduates. Thursday night , 
March 25, 7: 30 p.m. , Room 
117 C.E . All interested 
students are welcome 




"HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK" 
BOX 70 PHONE: 364-1301 
ROllA, MO. MARTIN SPRING DR. 
THE SOUND CENTER 
6th & Elm 
Several Thousand "Stereo 8" Tapes 
As Low As $3.69 
* Neil Diamond 




* Glen Campbell 
* Many Other 
Top Artists 
Craig - lear Jet - Channelmaster - Garrard - Sony -
Audiovox - Fisher - Duel - Pioneer Components 
UMR Band Concert 
Christopher Jewelers 
805 PINE STREET 
*** CATERING TO UMR 
The Complete Service Jeweler 
HANK'S PIT STOP 
SELF SERVICE AUTO REPAIR 
* Engi ne Rebuilding Equipment 
* Steam Cleaning & Tools Furnished 
* Open 10:00 A.M. To 10:00 P.M. 7 Days A Week 
* Come Down & Ask Us About Our Membership 
Phone 364-7827 
Northwye Old 66 
Behind Rameys 6 Pack 
Alex Pizza Palace 
Alex's Pizza Palace is a restaurant you wUlllna very pop-
ular with the UMR student body. They feature Pizza that 
will appeal to the most discriminating appetite. Cleanliness 
prevails throughout the kitchen and dining area and eve r y 
precaution is taken to see that you get food prepared under 
the most sanitary conditions. . 
Enjoy yourself, please your friends or entertain business 
connections at,A1ex's Pizza Palace. 
Faultless service and excellent selection are yours when 
you dine at "ALEX's." We suggest that for a real dining 
pleasure you visit Alex's. Pizza Palace often. The address is 
122 W. 8th Street in Rolla. Open4p.m. ti1l2 a.m. seven days 
a"week. Call 364-2669 for immediate delivery to your door. 
SPRING IS WARM AND WHERE ELSE CAN YOU HAVE ALL THIS BUT AT 
THOMAS JEFFERSON RESIDENCE HALL 
NOTICE! 
Applications are 
available for the 1971-72 
Missouri Miner s taff in 












Local Ad Director (2) 
Assistant Make-up Editor 
(2) 
Assistant News Editor (2) 
UPTOWN THEATRE 
THURS. FRI. SAT. 
MARCH 25-27 




George C. Scott 
Karl Malden 
SUN. THRU SAT. 
MARCH 28-APRIL 3 
Sunday Continuous 





J ames Franciscus 
Kim Hunter 
RITZ THEATRE 
THURS. FRI. SAT. 
MARCH 25-27 
No one Admitted Under 
16 Unless Accompanied 
By Parent 
RATEDR 
" LITTLE FAUSS AND 
BIGHALSY" 
Robert Redford 
Michael J . P Pollard 
SUN. THRU SAT. 
MARCH 28-April3 







Elliott Gou ld 
AIR CONDITIONING 
SWIMMING POOL 
STEAK ONCE A WEEK 
WEEKL Y MAID SERVICE ACOUSTICALLY QUIET STUDY ROOMS 
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES CLOSE LOCATION TO CAMPUS 
(BILLARDS, LOUNGESWITI{ TELEVISION. CARD ROOMS 
Rates Are - Summer Session - $250.00, 1971 - 72 School Year· $1225.00. "Plan To Live In Comfort & Make Grades" 
THOMAS JEFFERSON RESIDENCE HALL 
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UMR Drop Rule 
Still In Effect 
At the "hot box" session with 
Chancellor Merl Baker, a 
question was raised concerning 
the free drop period granted to 
students of the University of 
Missouri-Columbia. Dr. Baker 
referred the question to Lauren 
Peterson, the associate director 
of registration and records. In a 
letter to the Miner, he explained 
the counterpart drop period 
systems on the other university 
campuses. 
"In checking with 
representatives from the 
Registrar's Office on the other 
three campuses of the 
University of Missouri, I find 
that on the Columbia campus, 
students who register at the 
regular time are not granted 
any free period for making 
drops or adds. They do , 
however, allow students who 
advance register an opportunity 
during the first two days of 
classes to make drops and adds 
without charging them the 
usual $5 fee . It is my un-
derstanding that most of these 
changes are of an ad-
ministrative nature where it is 
necessary for a student to 
change his schedule since a 
particular course or section is 
not offered or some similar 
reason. 
"At the University of 
Missouri - St. Louis, there is a 
free period for two days prior to 
the s tart of classes for making 
drops and adds without the 
usual $5 fee. 
"At the University of 
Missouri - Kansas City, there is 
no free period for making drops 
and adds. 
"The Board of Curators 
regulation concerning dropping 
or adding courses as approved 
at the June 10, 1964 Board 
Meeting, reads as follows: "The 
fee for dropping one or more 
courses at anyone time shall be 
$5. The fee for dropping one or 
more courses and adding one or 
more courses at the same time 
shall be $5. The fee for tran-
sferring from one division to 
another shall be $5 , provided 
that in such cases there shall be 
no additional fee for adding or 
dropping courses. All such fees 
shall become effective the day 
class work begins. The deans of 
the respective divisions are 
authorized to waive such fees 
when extenuating cir-
cumstances justify and in cases 
of transferring from one 
division to another the decision 
on the fee waiver shall be the 
responsibility of the dean of the 
division to which the student is 
transferring." 
"You will note that the 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, presently has a 
policy which may possibly be in 
conflict with the Board of 
Curators' regulation. It is my 
Edward Sowers 
Interviewed By The Miner 
Because of the growing 
friction between UMR students 
and the citizens of Rolla, an 
interview with Mr. Sowers was 
attempted to uncover reasons 
for the statements in his recent 
editorials. Edward W. Sowers is 
a 1928 graduate of the UMC 
School of Journalism, past 
president of National Alumni 
Association, and has constantly 
kept up on the affairs of the 
University. These qualifications 
he feels make him qualified to 
express policies which are in 
the best interests of the in-
stitution and the majority of the 
students. 
When asked if he felt that the 
proposed sales tax would prove 
to be a hardship for students 
and low-income families, Mr. 
Sowers stated that this was a 
possibility but noted that the tax 
would go to pay for services 
which these people use. At the 
time of the interview, Mr. 
Sowers would not commit 
himself for or against the sales 
tax issue; however, agreed that 
an income tax would be more 
just since the business that 
provides the person's salary is 
made possible by the town. 
Thus, a person who lives outside 
the city limits and depends on 
the city for his Iivlihood would 
pay his fair share to the city. 
Also, the more well-to-do 
families who go to larger cities 
such as St. Louis to shop would 
still pay their share. 
The second, and most im-
portant topic of the discussion 
was the problems which have 
arisen due to the iron hand of 
the law being used to deal with 
the drug problem. 
Question: "Do you feel. that 
when Judge Bradford set bond 
at over $18 ,000.00 he was 
violating the Eighth Amend-
ment to the U.S. Constitution 
which states that 'Excessive 
bail should not be required'? " 
Sowers: "They made bond 
didn 't they? " 
Question: . 'However , in 
previous cases , the Missouri 
Supreme Court has ruled that 
these amounts were excessive 
and has ordered the lower 
courts to reduce the bail to 
under $1000.00; isn ' t Judge 
Bradford going against the will 
of the higher court?" 
Mr. Sowers replied that he 
feels the purpose of a bail 
should be to assure that the 
accused shows up for trial. He 
cited the case of Prof. Wesley as 
being an example of the bond 
not being high enough, since 
Wesley skipped bail. 
Sowers was then asked ho';V 
he justified his stand that the 
University should reprimand 
the accused students before a 
court decision was reached. 
His defense of this view is 
based on the right of the 
University to make what he 
calls "policy laws". He defined 
"policy laws" as laws set by a 
business , organiza tion or 
university to protect the rights 
of the majority of the members . 
Sowers suggests tha t if a 
student violates a "policy law" 
(in this case, possession of 
marijuana ) then he should be 
suspended from school. He went 
on to say that "if after six years 
or however long it takes to bring 
the case to trial the person is 
(Continued on Page 8) 
understanding that a chanlle is 
soon to be made concerning the 
free period for students who 
advance_register at UMC. 
"Since it is not always 
possible for us to have any time 
between the end of regular 
registration and the start of 
classes, it would be virtually 
impossible to set up a free 
period for making drops and 
adds. Also , it has been our 
procedure in the past and will 
continue to be in the future that 
any time that a drop or add is 
necessary for some reason for 
which the University is at fault , 
this $5 fee will be waived. All 
students who feel that a change 
might be necessary in their 
schedule as a result of grades 
made at the end of a fall 
semester are encouraged to 
wait until the regular 
registration period, unless they 
are willing to suffer the con-
sequences which would include 
the payment of the $5 drop and 
add fee. " 
More News t; V,ews 
<0 0() 
t" I...,.----,Jliuouri '1 N E R UNIVfltSITY 0,. MllIOU.' _ IOllA 
SECOND FRONT PAGE 
Tallest Tale: Pikes, "Rip Van Winkle" 
Tall Tales Parade 
One Of Best In Years 
This year , as every year, the 
St. Pat 's parade was one of the 
highlights of UMR's biggest 
weekends. Despite a few mild 
cases of frostbite , most Miners 
found ways to keep warm. The 
parade, well rounded with 
floats , bands, and others 
representing a wide spectrum 
of organizations, was certainly 
one of the best that St. Pat has 
seen here. 
After the annual painting of 
Pine Street, (and a Rolla Police 
car ) St. Pat and his court led the 
parade. Parade Marshall 
Edwin Schuman rode in an 
antique car, as did Honorary 
Knights. The cars of yesteryear 
were furnished by the Carney 
Manor Museum. The bands 
were many and varied, the first 
being a group of bag pipes in 
kilts added to the Irish at-
mosphere. The marching bands 
from Fort Leonard Wood , and 
Wentworth Military Academy. 
Rolla High, Helias High along 
with the UMR Pep Band , were 
also musically noteworthy. 
First prize in the float contest 
went to Pi Kappa Alpha for 
"Rip Van Winkle". The float 
consisted of Rip with his beard 
curling as he snored and a 
twirling leprechan. Second went 
to Beta Sigma for "Puff the 
Magic Dragon ." Puff's ta il and 
neck moved and fire shot out of 
his eyes . Third place went to 
Sigma Phi Epsilon for "Joe 
M a gar a c , Ma n 
of Steel. " The workmanship 
award went to Kappa Sigma for 
"Pecos Bill Tames the Wild 
West." The float consisting of 
Pecos Bill riding a "Wowser" 
Pi Kappa Theta's "Rip Van Winkle" won first 
place in the 1971 St. Pat's Parade. Float judging 
is based on such things as animation, originality, 
sound effects , color schemes, and details. 
while trying to lasso a rotating 
tornado with a snake. 
Creativity awards were given 
to Wesley for their Charlie 
Brow n "Unfloat, " Phi Ka ppa 
Theta for the Queen's float, 
" Ara bian Nights ," and Tau 
Ka ppa Eps ilon for " Sa mpson 
and the Pillars." The novice 
award , given to an organiztion 
that had not entered a float the 
previous year , was presented to 
the Independents for " Casey 
Jones ." 
Other floats were , "Moby 
Dick" by Sigma Pi, Engineer 's 
Club "Dutchman 's Lost Gold, " 
Triangle's " Ca tch J. 
Leprechan", and MRHA's "Joe 
Miner Finds a Pot of Gold at the 
End of the Rainbow." 
The theme, Tall Tales, was 
definitely exemplified to the 
greatest extent by Delta Sigma 
Phi 's float entitled: "Joe Miner 
Finally' Studies ." 
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UNtiWITY Of MISSOURI • lOUA 
Roger Ellis •. , , ' •.•. _ ..• Editor 
Faculty Evaluation And Effectiveness 
In recent weeks the MISSOURI MINER has published editorials 
concerning Faculty. Evaluation. asking such questions as should 
there be faculty evaluation. how should it be accomplished, what is 
the need of university professors in taking education courses, and 
what is their teaching ability. In meetings with UMR faculty 
members and administrators the following questions were 
prevalent and it is felt by the MISSOURI MINER that the responses 
would be very useful in discussions held on faculty evaluation and 
teaching ability. We urge everyone, students , faculty members, 
and administrators. to reply to the questions. 
I. How should teaching effectiveness be evaluated? 
2. What should be the minimial requirements for college 
teaching? 




FACULTY EVALUATION POLL 
1. What is your major? 
2. Year at UMR Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
Graduate 
3. Are you satisfied with the current "balance of power" between 
students and faculty? 
Yes No 
4. Do you believe that there is a communication gap between 
students and faculty? 
Yes No 
5. How much actual voting say-so do you feel students should have? 
None 10 per cent 20 per cent 
More (please list) 
6. Are you for the current faculty proposal concerning F 's? 
Yes No 
7. Do you feel that the majority of your instructors need to take 
some education courses to enable them to teach better? 
Yes No 
8. DO YOU FEEL THAT THERE IS A NEED FOR A FACULTY 
EVALUATION COMMITTEE? YES NO 
. 9. Are you satisfied with your own department? 
Yes No 
10. Are you enrolled in your original major (for Jr & Sr only) Yes 
No 
11 Has your advisor been ... Satisfactory Unsatisfactory 
12. DO YOU FEEL THAT SOMETHING SHOULD BE DONE TO 
BRIDGE THE BARRIER BETWEEN THE STUDENTS AND 
ADMINISTRATION (answer only if answer to No.4 was yes) 
Yes No 
13. How do you advocate this action. Peacefully through whatever 
channels are aY,ailable. Peacefully with protests, rallies and 
petitions, violerttly? 
DROP ALL BALLOTS IN MISSOURI MINER MAILBOX IN THE 
STUDENT UNION 
THE MISSOURI MINER Wednesday, March 24, 1971 
OUR MAN HOPPE . • . 
Nobody's Perfect, Bunny Lovers 
When it comes to the grave 
probl ems America faces, the 
gravest is nei ther pollution, 
urba n s prawl nor excess 
stomach acidity. It is Playboy 
magazine. 
Never since the Marquis de 
Sade has any literary figure 
spread more pain and misery 
than Playboy's publisher, Hugh 
Hefner. 
Statistics show that 68.3 per 
cent of young American males 
s tudy one or more centerfold 
"Playmates of the Month " 
during their formative years. 
For hours on end. 
"Aha ," cried the young man, 
"so this is what young ladies 
look like without their clothes 
on ! I'll find one for me." And he 
starts hunting. 
The problem, of course, is 
that this isn ' t what young ladies 
look like without their clothes on 
atall . Not even young Playmate 
ladies. 
An article in the new 
magazine, Audience, points out 
that after the painstakingly--
selected Playmate is paid $5000 
to take off her clothes, she is 
carefully posed so she doesn 't 
wrinkle, sag or droop. 
Thousands of studio shots are 
taken under ideal lighting 
condi tions . One single print is 
chosen . Then even this best of 
all possible photographs is --
Roger Ellis, Editor 
Missouri Miner, T-14 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
Rolla. Missouri 
Dear Roger, 
At a recent Student Council 
meeting, a motion was passed 
tha t the Council send a letter to 
Traffic Safety concerning the 
actions against two students at 
a past basketball game. The 
intent of this letter was only to 
protest removing the students' 
1.D.'s without previous notice. 
This is demonstrated by a later 
motion that the Student Council 
make it known that we do not 
condone such activities on the 
part of the student body . It is 
our opinion that the student 
body, while enthusiasm is good , 
should be thoughtful of the 
females and older citizens 
present at the games. Also, the 
fact that the games are aired on 
two local radio stations extends 
these obscene cheers (in the 
eyes of others) to an even wider 
area . 
We realize that in today 's 
• society of changing morals , the 
average student feels these 
cheers are not obscene ; but we 
ask students to be mindful of 
how your parents would feel. 
If the tremendous enthusiasm 
we have witnessed at past 
games could be channeled in a 
more positive direction, UMR 
would develop the reputation of 
a University of outstanding 
school spiri t, instead of the 
reputation we now have. 
With the a bove in mind , the 
Student Counci l urges the 
student body to bl! mindful of 
others and make a genuine 
effort toward a more positive 
type of school spirit. 
Sincerely , 
UMR Student Council 
os -Chuck LaJeunesse 
heaven nelp us -- doctored! 
For at this point, the article 
says , Hefner steps in with his 
retouchers: "Take off the hair 
on her upper lip! " he orders . 
"Clean up the shadows around 
her underarms! " 
It is this blatant dishonesty 
that causes such untold suf-
fering. There is our young man. 
He has found the girl of his 
dreams . She . looks, with her 
clothes on, like a Playmate with 
her clothes on. 
Eagerly he marries her . 
Expectan.tly he swoops her off 
on a honeymoon -- only to 
discover that she , like all 
human beings , occasionally 
wrinkles, sags, droops and-or 
exhibits downy lips or un-
derarm shadow. Moreover, she 
doesn ' t even have a staple in 
her navel. 
Is it any wonder that 68.3 per 
cent of American males go 
through life feeling cheated and 
frustrated? Is it any wonder 
tha t 17 ou t of 18 marriages 
today end in uxoricide, divorce 
or shouting matches. ("Why 
can't you take the hair off your 
upper lip ? Clean up your un-
derarm shadow!") 
To save America from slowly 
drowning in this sea of domestic 
acrimony , a group of us 
humanitarians has brought out 
Letter to the Editor 
I am writing in response to 
what appears to be a flagrant 
abuse of authority on the part of 
the city officials in their 
dealings with drug cases. Each 
student arrest has been 
followed by an extremely high 
bond (as high as $32,5oo.ool. 
People unable to put up this 
bond (which would include most 
students) would have to seek 
the aid of a bonding company, 
which cos ts several thousands 
of dollars . This cost is incurred 
prior to trial , and the time 
needed to have bond set up the 
student spends in jail. 
An alleged child molester was 
arraigned and released on 
$5,000 bond. Is possession of 
drugs that much worse that the 
bond should be three to six 
a new magazine called Realboy. 
The centerfold "Realmate of 
the Month" in our first issue is 
Miss Elvira McGorkle, a 47-
year-old unemployed fry cook 
from Bixby Falls, Mont. Miss 
McGorkle, who is 5-foot-2, 
weighs 175 pounds and has led a 
hard life, is depicted standing 
against a bright-lit wall in the 
Bixby Falls Medical Clinic, all 
prepared for a free chest x-ray. 
As we say in the caption, "It is 
a Realmate like Miss McGorkle 
who makes American men 
appreciate their wives.'" 
We are convinced that once 
Realboy replaces Playboy as 
the leader in its field , American 
males will grow up rational and 
sane. 
No longer will they be ob-
sessed by unatainable visions of 
perfection. No longer will they 
be ' pandered to buy books, 
movies and advertising that 
prey upon their frustrations. At 
last they will accept marital sex 
for the good thing it is -- an act 
of love between two imperfect 
humans. 
At last they will accept 
reality. 
We, the publishers of 
Realmate, ask no high rewards 
from a grateful Nation for 
restoring its sanity. We just 
wish we could find some guy 
who'd buy a copy. 
times that of an alleged child 
molester? 
In a recent Miner article Mr. 
White (Rolla District Attorney ) 
stated tha t the high bonds were 
to keep the students from 
"skipping out". Bond is an 
amount of money that is 
reasonably calculated to insure 
the presence of the defendant 
for trial. Are the large bonds 
bei ng set to keep the students 
from "skipping out" necessary 
or are they being used to further 
harass the students charged 
with drug possession? The law 
is made for the protection of all , 
even those. charged with 
possession of drugs. Any abuse 
being made of the law should be 
stopped. 
Michael Routburg 
(Continued on Page 8) 
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I Council News II Signs Of The Times • • • 
National Student Congress 
Attended By Lajeunesse 
Chuck LaJeunesse attended 
the National Student Congress 
March 4-7 in Washington, D.C. 
This trip was a follow up of 
the President to Presidents' 
Conference which was held 
there las t fall . 
On Thursday evening the 
Congress met to agree upon 
rules and procedures, and to 
plan committee meetings for 
the following day. 
On Friday committees met to 
cons ider resolutions sent in 
prior to the Congress . There 
were four committees : Social 
and Cultura l , Foreign a nd 
Military , Education and Health, 
and Economic and En -
vironmental . Chuck was a 
member of the Economic and 
Environmental Committee 
which disussed , revised , and 
decided upon 24 draft 
resolutions , passing 13. At the 
end of the meeting the 
resolutionns that were passed 
were listed in order of timliness 
and importance. An example of 
the type of resolutions passed in 
committees can be seen in the 
first five priori ty resolutions of 
the E&E committee . They 
pertained to : 1. population 
control (Chuck co-authored ) 2. 
industrial waste control 3. 
termination of the SST project 
(Chuck co-authored ) 4. revenue 
sharing proposal , 5. a gasoline 
tax proposal to induce other 
forms of transportation . 
On Saturday the four com-
mittees combined to form the 
entire Congress. The Congress 
met from 10 a .m. to 10: 30 p.m. 
with breaks for meals . 
Resolu tions from each com-
mittee were brought up for 
considera tion one by one in 
order of committee preference. 
Included among the more 
controversial issues of the day, 
were the po pula tion control 
resolution from my committee, 
a resolution on the legalization 
of marijuana and abortion, a 
resolution on the immediate 
withdrawal of our troops in SE 
Asia , and others. Those 
resolutions which passed the 
Congress will be sent to the 
President of the United States, 
and those federal agencies to 
which they directly per ta in. 
On Sunday the Congress met 
for the purpose of electing a 
steering committee , which 
would serve to carryover the 
contents of this year's sessions 
in the planning and im -
plementa tion of next year 's 
sessions. 
"The Congress did a fine job 
of surfacing student sympathy 
on various topics of a national 
and interna tional na ture . 
Several programs on individual 
campuses could possibly work 
well here (For instance, 01 ' 
Mississippi 's s tuden t body 
works directly with their state 
legislature for funds for capi tal 
improvements). Further in-
spection could find many of 
these programs applicable to 
this campus. In summary, I feel 
the National Student Congress 
was well worth our at -
tendance," according to Chuck 
LaJeuneesse. 
Roving Reporter 
By Jim Everett 
From the President's 
Opera tion Intercept, to the 
growing clamor for legalization 
of marijuana , and to the arrest 
of some UMR students, the use 
of marijuana has been a point of 
controversy for young people 
and older people. In tlxlay 's 
article, I have interviewed 
several students here at UMR to 
get their opinions on the use of 
marijuana . 
M.L. said, "I really don 't see 
anything wrong with the use of 
marijuana. The effect of 
smoking it is just about the 
same as two or three shots of 
whiskey. I've tried marijuana 
before, and if it weren't for the 
fact that we have a stupid law 
making possession of 
marijuana a felony , I would 
probably use it again. " 
M.L .'s opinion seemed to 
represent a major part of the 
feeling in Rolla about the 
legalization of marijuana. A 
freshman , R.L. put it this way , 
"The law making marijuana a 
narcotic was one of the great 
mistakes of American law. The 
law was made in a hurry , 
without any investigation, and 
as a result we have millions of 
kids , who if were all caught , 
would be branded as criminals , 
and would be unable to get a 
government job , or be allowed 
the great privilege to be 
drafted." 
An upperclassman, J.S., had 
this comment conc erni ng the 
legalization of marijuana : "If 
you will compare marijuana to 
a lot of other products , you 'll 
find something really strange. 
The Food and Drug Ad-
ministration will allow regular 
cigarettes to be sold, after the 
Surgeon General has alread) 
said that they are dangerous to 
our health, yet they won't aL 
marijuana to be sold, and they 
can't prove anything harmful 
about it. If you ask me, it's a 
stupid law, and will be changed 
someday ." 
This last statement of J .S.'s 
seemed to be the concensus of 
opinion at UMR, that marijuana 
will be legalized. 
When asked if they had ever 
used marijuana , several people 
wouldn 't comment, but several 
said that they had used' 
marijuana, or were using it. 
One student, T.J ., put the use 
of marijuana this way . "Most of 
my friends have at lea~t tried 
marijuana , or use it now. I 
have one friend who has been 
using marijuana for three 
years , and he really enjoys it. 
They say that marijuana 
smoking is harmful , but this 
guy's been using it for three 
years , and he's not harmed by 
it . " 
One last comment on the 
legalization of marijuana would 
be my findings that, although 
about half of the students said 
tha t they had not · tr ied 
marijuana, almost all of these 
sa id they would probably try it 
if it was legalized. 
IDe~.,. 
Dear Hortense, 
I would like to publicly thank 
all those who had anything to do 
with throwing me in the green 
stuff. I won 't list any names but 
you know who you are. I also 
want to thank the St. Pat's 
Board for not sticking my in-
jured foot in . As a final com-
ment, I would like to say that I 
didn 't mind the stale beer or the 
dead skunk . But what kind of 
sadist would have thrown in a 
copy of the Daily News? 
Jim Mason 
Dear Jim , 
Now that 's what I call a Royal 
Knight. 
Dear Hortense, 
I was most surprised to hear 
that Beta Sig did not win first 
prize with their float. Instead of 
getting second prize, I think 
they got the shaft. 
Frenchy 
Dear Frenchy, 
I know several people who 
agree with you . And at least two 
of them are Pikers . 
Dear Hortense, 
All right. I've had it! I went to 
see the Honorary Knight ing 
Ceremony Friday night in my 
new pla id bells wi th my new 
pink ruffled shir t and matching 
char treuse tie and coordinated 
boots , belt , and stash pouch and 
some bea rde'd drunk in a tux 
threw me out beca use I didn 't 
have a jacket on under my cape. 
I will have an explanation or 
Student Personnel will hear 




As everyone knows, whoopies 
don 't wear coats and ties. So if 
you are knighting someone that 
doesn 't want whoopies to see 
him get dubbed, what else can 
you do ? Besides it all balanced 
ou t on Sa turday when the St. 
Pat's Board made a spectator 
at the real ceremony take off his 
coal and tie . 
Dear Hortense, 
This is a memo from the desk 
of censored. I would appreciate 
it very much if I never saw my 
name in your column again . As 
you know , the public can 
sometimes be given too much of 
a good thing. If I see it in there 
again , I shall be forced to take 
strong action against you . 
Dear Censored, 




As you know, I a m a 
struggl!ng local politician who 
am up for re-election in a couple 
of yearn . Sos I 'm abuilding a 
gooder repudiation for myself 
now by arresting all them 
commie dope pushers over their 
at URM. I would appreciate it if 
you wood give me the straight 






I have given you a grade of D 
on your letter , but you may 
rewrite with corrections for a 
better grade next week. 
Dear Hortense, 
Keep hearing rumors that the 
St. Pat 's Board knighted Eddy 
Sowers last Fr iday night. I 
thought they had proclaimed 
that the freshmen were sup-
posed to cudgel all the snakes in 
Rolla . 
Rapid Robert Flandrina 
Dear Bob, 
What can I say? At least it 
wasn 't Zane White . There's a 
moral there somewhere . 
Dear Hortense, 
I would like to organize a 
group of concerned students to 
go down and plug up the un-
derwater tunnel between Frisco 
Pond a nd the Gulf of Mexico . 
Something must be done to stop 
tnese commie submarines from 
coming and laying bread on our 
whoopies to buy dreaded dope 
with. 
A son of a Bircher 
Dear Son, 
Rather than dive down in all 
that 600, why don't you just turn 
ten more ducks loose . Tha t 
ough t to do the trick. 
Confidential to T.D ., 
Thanks for the thought man, 
but the pleasure was all mine. 
See you again sometime. 
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Garnes of at 
Friday afternoon. There were six different 
events this year. Here a Miner is participating in 
the Cudgel Carrying Contest. 
An antique car contest was featured in the St. 
Pat's parade this year. Trophies were given for 
such things as most original antique and best 
restored condition. 
Wednesday, March 24, 1971 
.... 
U.S. Senator Stuart Symington is shown here being knighted as Honorary St. 
Patrick by Ken Hilterbrand, 1971 St. Pat. 
St. Pat's Queen, Miss Betty Jean Foland, Jennings, and her court were 
featured on the Phi Kappa Theta with its "tall tale" being the "Arabian 
Knights ." The float winner of the previous year's parade has the honor of 




Miss Dominion of 
Canada, pictured here 
in the St. Pat's parade 
Saturday. She was also 
guest of the St. Pat's 
Board at the coronation 
Fri 
The Grass Roots were 
featured Saturday af-
ternoon of St. Pat 's 
weekend . They per-
formed to a packed 
crowd of Miners, dates 
and local fans . 
One of the most gratifying aspects of St. Pat's 
Reign is the kissing of Irish-loving, attractive 
girls along the parade route. St. Pat's guards 
frequently chose girls from the thousands of 
people lined up along Pine Street to have this 
honor. 
Many Miners and their were present to 
witness the traditional Knighting Ceremony that 
took place Saturday afternoon of the St. Pat's 
Weekend. The Green "?! +$" is always looked 
forward to by the campus leaders that are 
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Grass Roots Perforl11 
A t St. Pats Concert 
What was undoubtedly the harrier and freakier than their their hands to the music to aid 
largest crowd ever to witness a album-cover images, per- the sounds of the group. The 
spectacle in the Multi-Purpose formed some of the sounds lead singer, who also played the 
Building grooved to the sounds made famous by the late Jimi organ, stayed in touch with the 
of the Grass Roots Saturday, at Hendrix. While the others audience and often his wards 
the St. Pat 's free concert retreated for a rest, the lead were met by witty comments of 
presented by the Student guitar player performed an a Miner. 
Council and the St. Pat's Board. electronic freak-out demon- As the Grass Roots left the 
Following the messy knighting stration. Also included in the stage the audience started to 
ceremonies at the new Jacklin performance was a drum solo in dwindle but a clamor by the 
field, Miners, dates , and other which the drummer started on remaining people brought them 
began covering all available the drums, worked his J'~X back for an encore. The group 
sitting space in the gym. The down the sides of the drum, returned to play one song, their 
concert commenced on time at across the floor and the hit ' The 
~~~~~..,~~ .. 
4: 00 following the an-
nouncement of the St. Pat's 
float winners. Shortly after the 
group from Los Angeles ap-
peared St. Pat's Board 
members alighted the stage to 
bedeck the musicians with St. 
Pat's garb. 
The music ' offered by the 
group was mostly hard rock, 
interspiced with some easier 
music for a well-rounded effect. 
The group, appearing a little 
microphone, then back to the 
drums without missing a beat. 
This feat was cheered en-
thusiastically by the overflow 
crowd. 
The band did have a few 
technical problems which 
managed to keep the electrician 
quite busy. These were met 
when the group called for 
audience participation. The 
crowd often stood and clapped 
Baker In Vietnam 
(Continued from Page 1) 
would speed up greatly inhe 
war were to stop." 
Attending the National 
Technical Center in Saigon are 
about 500 Vietnamese studying 
to be engineers an 500 stydining 
to be technicians. Enrollment is 
expected to. increase to 1,500 by . 
1975 and there are plans for a 
separate new campus for the 
engineering faculty. Presently, 
at the Center, a UMR instructor 
will teach a course for the first 
time. Sitting in on the course is 
a Vietnamese back up in-
·structor who also translates 
lectures for students who do not 
understand English. The next 
time the course is offered the 
Vietnamese instructor teaches 
it. These instructors receive 
their education by studying in 
the U.S., France, and Great 
Britain. Do some of them stay 
away from Vietnam once they 
lea ve? "Although the facts are 
not very well known, several 
have not returned, but the in-
dication is that most are 
returning." answered Chan-
cellor Baker. He points out 
proudly, "All have returned 
under the UMR program." A 
big example of how native 
engineers will be used is an 
industrial park 20 miles north 
of Saigon where there are 80 
industries active or under 
construction. 
The most striking observation 
of Chancellor Baker'S trip was 
the horribly overcrowded 
condition of Saigon. There, a 
popula tion 3 times greater than 
that of St. Louis is crammed 
into an area that is only 'f., the 
size of St. Louis city. Another 
notable fact was that Saigon has 
no secunty problems. rt seems 
that, with the exception of 
heavy traffic, it is safer to walk 
the streets in South Vietnam's 
capital than in our national 
capital. Although the Chan-
cellor has not journeyed so far 
from UMR before, he is an old 
hand at Far East travels , 
having made two trips for the 
University of Kentucky to visit 
an AID program in Indonesia 
comparable to UMR's. 
Chancellor Baker com-
mented, "There a,e no known 
potential mineral reserves and 
no significant mining. 
operations now , however, many 
feel that there has not been 
adequate exploration, 
especially for oil." If such is the 
case, some may ask why Dr. 
E.M . Spokes , a mining 
engineering instructor, is a 
member of UM-R's project 
faculty. The answer is that Dr. 
Spokes is chief of the party and 
teaches civil engineering 
courses. UMR was unable to 
recruit any C.E. professor for 
this post last year. Dr. Spokes, 
along with Dr. E.M. Findley, 
associate professor of chemic,!l 
engineering, and Dr. Myrne 
Riley, assistant professor of 
mechanical engineering will 
return in time for the fall 1971 
semester and they will be 
replaced by three other 
professors. "Most Americans 
do not like to bo to s1ay in 
foreign countries -- colonialism 
is not in their heritage. There is 
difficulty in recruiting the right 
kind of people," quotes the 
Chancellor. He believes 
recruitment will be easier when 
the original instructors return 
and give favorable reports ot 
their experience. 
After leaving Saigon , 
Chancellor Baker flew on to 
Bangkok where he visited the 
Asian Institute of Technology. 
This was started by AID, but 
Country". At the end of this 
number the crowd cheered and 
the Miners then left with their 
St. Pat's dates to be greeted by 
a humongus traffic jam due to 
the capacity crowd. Upon 
retrospect, some Miners 
thought the concert was very 
good , but others expressed 
feelings that, irrespective of 
technical difficulties, they 
would have felt cheated if ad-
mission had been charged. 
has now been turned over to 
private interests and par-
ticipating Asian governments. 
The Chancellor also visited a' 
Tlfw power plant designed by ' 
Black & Veatch in a cooperative 
effort. The Kansas City firm has 
sent over engineers to direct 
construction and supervise 
initial operations. 
All in a11, the Chancellor'S trip 
illuminates another , much 
more favorable face of the U.S . 
intervention in South Vietnam. 
"UMR is producing good 
relations, and making definite 
progress in establishing an 
engineering program in South 
Vietnam," concludes Chan-
cellor Baker. 
St. Pat's Queen 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Senator Stuart Symington. He 
was made an honorary St. Pat 
as he then aided in the further 
knighting of Dr . . Brice Rat-
chford, interim president of the 
University of Missouri; Robert 
L. Burnes, St. Louis Globe-
Democrat sports editor; Rolla 
Mayor Curtis Logan; Rudolph 
Torrini, Chairman of Fontbonne 
College 's art department and 
the man who cre<\ted the Statue 
of St. Pat now exhibited in the 
UMRlibrary ; Dr. Edwin Lorey, 
dean of engineering and and 
continuing education at UMR; 
Dr. Bill Atchely, UMR associate 
dean of engineering and 
director of centennial events; 
Steven Tryon, son of the late 
John Tryon who was a past St. 
Pat's Board Advisor; and Mr. 
Edward Sowers, editor of the 
Rolla Daily News. 
The coronation was concluded 
with the dismissal of the knights 
and queen candidates. A dance 
followed with the Class men 
doing the honors. 
Page 7 
I Student Union News I 
TALENT SHOW 
On April 23 a talent show, comprised of strictly local tc.!ent and 
hopefuls, will be held in the Student Union. Any and everyone is 
eligible and encouraged to enter, as this will not be a "competitive 
thing." Applications are available at the Candy Counter or in S.U. 
Room 212. Deadline for all entries is April 16. 
DANCE 
An afternoon dance is to be held Thursday, March 25 in the 
Student Union Ballroom from 2-5 p.m. Come to the Student Union 
and enjoy yourself and dance to the sounds of the "Miller's Cave." 
SUPER RAP SESSION 
Did someone lay the Big One on you? Have you got a compjaint or 
a suggestion? Do you want to air your beefs with the ad-
ministration, faculty, student council etc? If you do, bring them to 
the Student Union Ballroom on Monday March 29 at 3:00 p.m. 
Here's your chance to gripe at the Deans and other important 
people. The following Deans will be present : Fuller, Lorey, 
Thompson, McFarland, and Johnson. Other people of importance 
who will be ·there are Mr. Wollard of the business office and Mr. 
Ponder of student services. 
St. Pat's Contests 
Held In UMR Spirit 
With the spirit of St. Patrick 's 
and in the tradition of MSM-
UMR the annual st. Patrick 
Games and contests were held 
at Lion 's Club Park Friday of 
Green Week. Though the 
weather was somewhat brisk, 
spirits were not dampened in 
the least as hundreds of Miners 
and their dates looked on to the 
yearly spectacle. 
In the Endurance, Kevin 
Long of Lambda Chi outdid the 
rest of the pack to claim first 
place. Setting an unbelievable 
record of 63.8 seconds in the six 
pack chug was Rick Battley. 
In the beard judging contests, 
Charlie Halea won the Van 
Dyke award. Phillip Roth won 
the full beard contest with Allen 
Roth of Beta Sig winning the 
Novelty award. Steve Wolf won 
the award for the best soup 
strainer. 
Rounding out the games were 
Jan Call with a winning time of 
53 seconds in the Girls' Quart 
Chug and Phi Kappa Theta for 
the best shillelagh in the 
Cudgel-shillelagh contest. 
"Earth Song" Performance 
Earth Song, a musical play, 
will be presented in Rolla by the 
Random Actors Theatre of St. 
Louis on March 27 and 28. There 
will be no admission charge" 
The first performance will be 
Saturday, March 27 at 8:00 p.m. 
at the UMR Student Union 
. Ballroom. On Sunday, March 
28 , the group will perform at 
10:30 a.m. at the Unitarian 
Fellowship, 7th and Pine, and at 
4:00 p.m. at the Presbyterian 
Church, 10th Street. The Sunday 
performances are open to the 
public. 
The play, written by Martha 
and Paul Boesing, depicts the 
history of the world from the 
Crea tion to the present time. 
Pollution, hunger and war are 
some of the problems that 
Adam faces . There are no ready 
answers to these problems, but 
Adam (man) must continually 
search for solutions. 
The play is performed in and 
with the audience. The actors 
usher the viewers to their seats 
(on the floor). At several points 
in the play the actors sit among 
the audience and the audience 
can take part in the play by 
responding to the actors. 
The group is sponsored by the 
Department of Humanities, 
UMR; the Presbyterian 
Church; and the UDitarian 
Fellowship_ 
358 Days 
Until St. Pat's 
NOTICE! 
AUSA will present three 
newly commissioned 
Lieutenants to discuss the 
entrance and initial 
training of ROTC 
graduates, Thursday night, 
March 25, 7:30 p.m., Room 
117 C.E . All interested 
students are welcome. 
Refreshments will be 
served. 
NOTICE! 
Applications are available for the 1971-72 Missouri Miner staff in 











Local Ad Director (2) 
Assistant Make-up Editor 
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Student 
(Continued from Page 4) 
Dear Mr. Sowers: 
Although my fellow students 
have chided me that it will be 
useless to do this , I somehow 
feel morally compelled to make 
a reply to your pointed editorial 
" Rolla (UMR) Not so Pristine, 
Mostly Due to Permissiveness" 
of Friday , / March 22. Any 
rational reader can see that 
your drug-scare effort is simply 
an attempt to play upon the 
good Rolla citizens' lack of 
knowledge about drugs so that 
they will conform their thinking 
to your prejudices and 
misconceptions about drug use 
and abuse. It may interest you 
to know that with your sound of 
alarm you have made yourseU 
the laughing stock of most of 
UMR student body (You must 
have been highly thought of, 
anyway , due to your other 
previous rhetorical efforts.) 
Really , Mr. Sowers, do you 
expect us to be.lieve that a UMR 
chemistry professor would ask 
a woman drug pusher "about 
how to set up a laboratory for 
the purpoie of manufacturing 
LSD locally"? In this statement 
you are seriously questioning 
the qualifica tions of the UMR 
faculty . LSD is relatively easy 
to produce once one knows the 
exact chemical composition and 
basic manufacturing 
processes. Any college 
chemis try instructor, especially 
one teaching at UMR, should 
have acquired the knowledge 
neccessary to determine these 
facts in his educational efforts 
toward his post. 
In your editorial you stated 
that all seven UMR students 
arrested for drug charges "are 
back in classes ... their education 
was only briefly interrupted by 
their arrest." Then you say, 
"By the time they are brought 
to trial they may well have 
graduated or transferred to 
another school. If these students 
are allowed to continue as 
though they have not broken the 
law , then what is next?" In that 
one paragraph, Mr. Sowers, you 
ha ve (1) revealed the Phelps 
Councy judicial system 's un-
constitutional inefficiency in 
guaranteering the defendents a 
"quick and speedy" trial, (2) 
have presumed the students to 
be guilty (isn't it in the U.S. 
where a person is supposed to 
be " assumed innocent until 
proven guilty "?) and (3) 
suggest through question that 
they should be denied from 
continuing their education --
jus t what do you think they 
came to Rolla for in the first 
place ? -- have you ever won-
dered why none of these "sour 
apples" have jumped bail like 
the Physics professor did ? 
Your claim about the hippie 
pads abounding in Rolla is 
simply ludicrous. Your idea of a 
hippie pad must be any s tudent 
residence where more than one 
freak lives . Let me assure you, 
Rolla has not yet been graced 
with the presence of a real 
hippie . Moreover , it doesn' t 
surprise me one bit that there is 
marijuana growing wild west of 
Rolla (though I doubt it is being 
cultivated by " hippies"). 
Anyone familiar with the flora 
and ecology of this region of the 
country knows that marijuana 
grows wild all over eastern 
Oklahoma , eastern Kansas , and 
western Missouri , especially 
along streams and rivers . Of-
course, the "domestic " stuff is 
not of the quality as that 
" imported" from Mexico , 
which freaks highly prefer. 
Referring to the Good Seed 
(not by name ), you state: "The 
publication was distributed in 
the Student Union building on 
the UMR campus in full view of 
students and faculty. How far 
out of line must people go before 
some action is taken?" I will 
answer that for you. On the 
UMR campus, we, fortunately , 
still ha ve the right to free 
speech. The Good Seed will go 
as far out of your "line" as it 
deems necessary without being 
overtly obnoxious or obscene. I 
have no idea what you consider 
an obscene name, but the Good 
Seed readers on the UMR 
campus have yet to see that 
publication refer to local law 
enforcement officers in com-
monly acknowledged obscene 
terms. It may interest you to 
know that many students from 
other campuses have remarked 
that the Good Seed is the best , 
cleanest languaged , most 
factual underground newspaper 
they have seen ." 
Toward the end of the 
editorial, you say, " It remains a 
mystery as to how this problem 
reached the proportion it has" 
and you talk as if the Traffic 
Safety officers should be 
cracking down on criminals 
other than parking violators. 
Then you conclude your piece of 
yellow-dog journalism with this 
paragraph: " This isn't 
Berkeley , but it could be and 
some high UMR officials 
wouldn't even know it. They are 
too wrapped up in their ivory 
towers to know what is going on 
in the real world ." It wasn't 
until your enlightening 
" documentary " that I fully 
realized the good points of our 
administration . They realize 
tha t there is a drug scene of 
sorts happening in Rolla 
(whether it can be called a 
"problem" is debatable ) and 
since it has not interferred with 
or obstructed the normal func-
tions of the university , the 
administration, logically , sees 
no reason to take its valuable 
time away from the much more 
important matters at hand in 
order to " conduct an in-
vestigation". Furthermore, the 
university does not have 
residential jurisdiction over 
most of its students since they 
live off-eampus. If you had any 
sociological background at all -
even jus tone 3-hour course 
through the extension center --
you would realize the factors 
and causes which metamor-
phosed Berkeley into what it is 
are not now present in Rolla, 
and probably never will be . 
In effect, what we have in the 
United Sta tes today is a 
prohibition on drugs and nar-
cotics similar to the liquor 
prohibition of the Roaring 
Twenties and Depression eras. 
The liquor prohibition didn ' t 
work then and the drug 
prohibition isn 't working now. 
Have you ever considered the 
possibility of legalizing certain 
drugs (namely the ones without 
significant physica l effects ) and 
educating the populace, leaving 
individual citizens to decide for 
themselves whether they want 
to indulge in drugs or not? You 
will never be able to effectively 
curb drug use -- many freaks 
are risking arrest on the 
prinCiple of nonviolent civil 
disobedience to unjust laws. 
This principle is an important 
change mechanism in our 
society which has functioned 
since before the time of 
THE MISSOURI MINER 
Thoreau . 
The only things the existing 
prohibition laws do is to place 
drug dealers in the same camp 
with addicting-narcot ics 
pushers (This is where the 
circumstantial argument about 
marijuana leading to harder 
drugs gets its start.) , provide 
organized crime another area in 
which to exploit our troubled 
society, and undermine the 
American youth 's confidence in 
his country 's system of justice. 
Why have you published several 
editorials attacking illegal drug 
use, yet have not given an inch 
of column space to educating 
your readers about what it is 
you are attacking? 
I pity you and Mr. Zane White 
and Judge Llyn Bradford and 
other men of your ilk. Some 
men seek money and some men 
seek power. Your kind seek 
perverse forms of the latter. 
You seek to make others con-
form to your idea of the 
"American Way of Life " 
through suppression of con-
stitutiona ll y guaranteed 
freedoms and thought control -
a rather comprehensive device 
used by communists, fascists, 
monarchs , and dictators 
everywhere, past and present, 
to achieve their totalitarian 
goals. You are reactionaries to 
progress , not material 
progress , but mankind's 
progress toward a universal 
open-mindedness. What are you 
afraid of? -- that you sub-
scribers and constituents will 
begin looking into the matter 
themselves, and in the end quit 
looking up to you as preservers 
of dictated righteousness? 
One last thing, Mr. Sowers, if 
you are going to edit a 
Wednesday, March 24, 1971 
newspaper effectively , 
suggest you brush up on your 
spelling the word is 
"FREAKS" (now also applied 
to " left Bank" nonusers ), not 
"frieks". Also, I suggest you 
brush up on your " hip " ter-
minology. " Horse" is a slang 
ter m for Heroin, not a female 
dope peddler. 
Very sincerely yours, 
Milton Braselton 
I and my friends have been 
looking in the Rolla Daily News 
since I mailed this letter and it 
appears that Mr. Sowers is not 
going to publish my letter. 
However, having surveyed the 
"Daily Disappointment" for a 
week it looks as though Mr. 
Sowers does not put into print 
any letters he receives. UMR is 
truly fortunate to have a 






" Rolla Daily News" 
Dear Mr. Sowers : 
Town-eampus relations have 
reached a new low in Rolla as 
misrepresentations , non-factual 
rumors , and innuendoes are 
batted about by both com-
munities. In an effort to help 
clear up some of the confusion 
concerning the issues 
presented, I would like to make 
myseU available at any time to 
be interviewed by you or one of 
your staff. Also, as we are un-
willing to reply to groundless 
name calling with more name 
calling, we would like to invite 
every person in Rolla to drop by 
the UMR Student Union April I, 
1971, and pick up the next issue 
of our free newspaper. This will 
give readers a chance to make 
up their own minds rather than 
be polarized by non-factual 
reporting. 
I may be reached at 364-7649 
or this address (Good 
Seed , 211 E , Route 3, Rolla) 
following the UMR Spring 
Vacation. 
Thank you very much, 
-s- Neill Fleeman 
Editor 
Sowers Interview 
(Continued from Page 3) 
found to be innocent, then and 
only then, should he be given 
another chance . Since the 
courts are so slow in acting, the 
university must deal with the 
problem." 
In reply to the previous 
statement , Mr. Sowers was 
asked if the problem was with 
the courts and not with the 
university . Mr. Sowers replied 
that although there was a 
problem to be dealt with in the 
courts, the university ad-
ministration was not excluded 
because of their right to make 
"policy laws." 
At the close of the interview, 
Mr. Sowers stated that he has 
always supported UMR , and 
feels that UMR is a great in-
stitution . He added that he has 
sent out many UPI press 
releases about the good things 
going on at UMR, but has never 
sent out anything undesirable , 
beyond printing it in the "Rolla 
Daily News. " 
This man has three pro.blems 





Maybe you're in the same shape . Got blisters on your back 
from Uncle Sam breathing down it? Get nauseaus when you see 
the color green? Maybe you had grad or law school in mind and 
right now developing an ulcer looks like the only way you'll get 
there. There is a better way. It's the Army ROTC program . You 
can finish those extra years of schooling, number or no number. 
When you put in your two years it will be as an officer with of-
ficer's pay and privileges. You get to put your degree to work 
and use your head instead of a shovel. Your proven leadership 
ability as an ex-officer is valuable to business and they pay 
accordingly . 
If you want to continue your studies or if you are a sophomore 
maybe you should look into the Army ROTC program, it makes 
more sense than ulcers. Note: Anyone interested in Army 
ROTC: may contact Maj . Meek, building T-2 anytime. 
4, 1971 
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Management Department 
Hosts Environment Course 
The department of 
Engineering Management has 
been offering a course this 
semester entitled, 
Management's Environmental 
Responsibilities. A number of 
excellent speakers have been 
scheduled for the remainder of 
the semester and since the 
matter of environmental 
control is of such broad interest 
to both students and faculty 
they felt it desirable to an-
nounce the future speakers . 
All meetings will be held from 
2:30 to 4:30 p.m. in room 128, 
Physic Building . Everyone 
interested in this area of in-
dustry's and society's 
responsibilities is invited to 
a ttend the sessions. Anyone 
having questions about the 
program should contact Dr. 
John Amos. 
Remaining Schedule: 
March 24: Mr. N.N. Anderson, Missouri Lead Operating Co. 
"Process Modification and Evaluation Facilities." 
March 31: Dr. J .D. Morgan, University of Missouri-Rolla, 
"Product and Process to Reduce Waste." 
April 14: Mr. Rodnev YoumL Clark National Forest, Rolla, 
Missouri, "Future Environmental Quality Standards - Fores! 
Processing Facilities." 
April 21: Clarence F, Buckley, Monsanto" Sauget, III. , "The 
Interactions of People and Equipment as related to Pollution 
Control." 
April 26: Mr. Thomas E. Kalin, Black & Veatch, Consulting 
Engineers, K.C. , Mo. 
April 28: Mr. James W. Jenson, U.S. Bureau of Mines ., 
"Packaging and Waste By-Products." 
May S: Mr. A,R. Balden, Waste Treatment Specialist, Chrysler 
Corp. , Detroit, Michigan, "Industrial Waste Management. " 
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In National Poll 
UMR Freshmen Rate High 
At the University of Missouri-
Rolla he's smarter than ever 
and 'more independent , 
knowledgeable, and concerned 
about problems that confront 
the society he's learning to live 
in, and is convinced that the 
individual can help change that 
society. 
And, although it may surprise 
the older generation, in general 
he thinks colleges are too lax on 
protestors and overwhelmingly 
denies feeling a generation gap 
between himself and his 
parents, 
These facts and attitudes 
were revealed in a survey of 
incoming freshmen by the 
American Council of Education, 
which has made a national 
survey annually for the past few 
years, Comparison of the 1970-
71 composite UMR freshman 
with both national norms of this 
year and with data from three 
years ago show a few dif-
. ferences . 
For one thing, the "typical" 
freshman at UMR now is a 
better student than ever. This 
year over 87 per cent averaged 
B- or better in high school, 
compared with 81.8 per cent 
three years ago and only about 
80 per cent nationally this year . 
Almost one-fourth were A 
students and this year, almost 
twice as many UMR students 
received national merit 
recognition 06.3 per cent) as 
nationally (8 .3 per cent)l'lr here 
three years ago 03,8 per centl. 
This year's freshman is also 
more likely to be at least par-
tially self-supporting. A total of 
47.1 per cent, almost 10 per cent 
more than in 1967-68 said that a 
major source of financial 
support during their freshman 
year would be from their own 
savings or employment. 
Nationally only 33.6 per cent 
were that self-sufficient this 
year . 
A total of 73.1 per cent , a 
whopping 20 per cent more than 
just three years ago , felt that 
colleges were too lax on 
protestors. And only 14 .8 per 
cent at Rolla and 16.7 per cent 
nationally reported a 
generation gap with their 
parents . 
On what he considers im-
portant, today's Rolla freshman 
ranks these high: developing a 
philosophy of life, 72.9 per cent; 
becoming an authority in his 
field, 74.4 per cent; raising a 
family 64.9 per cent. A total of 
60.8 per cent believe that the 
individual can change society. 
The beginning UMR student 
votes for more federal in-
volvement in pollution control 
(94.8 per cent), crime 
prevention (88.1 per cent), 
elimination of poverty (70.2 per 
cent) and consumer protection 
(64.3 per cent). Only 19.6 per 
cent said "yes" to more federal 
involvement in the war in 
Southeast Asia, slightly more 
than nationally OS.6). 
Over two-thirds think courts 
protect the criminal too much, 
87 per cent would legalize 
abortion and half would abolish 
capita l punishment. Only about 
one-fourth think marijuana 
should be legalized. A majority, 
over 68 per cent think the army 
should be voluntary, compared 
to 33 per cent two years ago and 
S3 .S per cent last year. 
Rolla freshmen were pretty 
certain about their plans for the 
future . Fewer than one-half of 
one per cent had not yet decided 
on a probably major field of 
study. As might be expected on 
a campus which specializes in 
engineering and science, most 
are majoring in those fields. A 
total of 71.4 per cent are in 
engineering, 7 per cent in the 
physical sciences, 2.4 per cent 
in mathematics or statistics and 
8.6 per cent in other technical 
fields. Fields of humanities and 
social sciences - relatively new 
as degree programs at UMR -
attracted 4.S per cent . At this 
point, 62 per cent of the UMR 
beginners expect to continue 
their educations beyond the four 
year undergraduate program. 
Answers to a variety of 
questions show these things ' 
about UMR freshmen: 
He is 19 or younger (96,S per 
cent), 
Announcing "Miner Ambassador" Idea 
He is likely to be a male (91.7 
per cent , although the 8.3 per 
cent female enrollment is the 
highest in UMR history>. 
He is most likely to come 
from between 100 and soo miles 
from Rolla (S9 .6 per cent), but 
only 13 per cent live . within 
commuting distance. He is 
likely to be from a suburb or 
moderate sized city (60 per 
cent) but is more likely to be 
from a farm or small town (29.4 
per cent) than from a large city 
00.6 per cent>. 
This concept proposes that an honor organization be considered 
called l'HE MINER AMBASSADORS whose duties and respon-
sibilities would be to always have a capable and willing individual 
or group of individuals available to represent the university and the 
student body at any of the multitude of functions which evolve and 
at which competent and knowledgeable student representation 
would be advantageous , These individuals would be, mannerwise, 
appearancewise , and motivationwise - the ambassadors of UMR. 
During a typical academic year, students, faculty and ad-
ministrative staff alike at UMRare frequently called on to: 
a ) host distinguished governmental , industrial, alumni , foreign 
and military dignitaries who visit the university solely due to its 
engineering and science reputation or on pre-aligned purposes ; 
b) host the some 4oo~00 conference speakers, conference par-
ticipants and short course participants who participate in the ex-
tension and continuing education functions of the university; 
c) host the hundreds of parents who visit the campus, in-
dividually and on Parents Day; 
d ) represent the university and in particular the student body at 
high school forums and assemblies : 
e) represent the student body of UMR as student representatives 
at faculty meetings, organizational meetings, committee meetings 
land the like on campus and off campus; 
f) represent the student body of UMR at various Career Days 
held in other cities; and 
g ) represent the student body of UMR at the milieu of unexpected 
but always occurring visitation and-Qr functions which occur on 
and off campus during a typical academic year. 
In the past these representatives have been handled by the need 
being placed before the Student Council, Blue Key, fraternities and 
similar organizations who have always responded but primarily 
with volunteers who had varying degrees of interest in the function 
or its importanct or the role they were to play at that function. 
HOW ARE THE MEMBERS SELECTED? 
By a process similar to selection of the Who 's Who candidates. 
WHO SELECTS THEM? 
A committee composed of members of the Student Council and 
faculty . This committee could be composed of, say, seven students 
and three faculty , 
WHO WOULD BE ELIGIBLE? 
Juniors, Seniors , and Graduate Students. 
WHAT WOULD BE THEIR DUTIES? 
On occasions where it would be to the advantage of the students 
and the staff of UMR for capable and Qualified student represen-
tation to be present , this representation would come from the 
Ambassadors. 
For example, with, say 30 members , each member would select 
two days per month when he is free to sign up with the president. 
This would give two ambassadors daily who would be available for 
contingencies. Should something planned or unexpected arise 
which would require student representation they would attend and 
represent the student body and the university . 
Should a visitor or group of visitors come on campus and need 
hOsting (or a tour) the Ambassadors would assume this respon-
sibility. 
WHAT'S IN IT FOR THE MEMBERS? 
Hard work; some pleasant and some unpleasant obligations; the 
prestige of being selected to the group which, if handled properly , 
should approach the prestige of membership in Who 's Who, Blue 
Key, Student Council, etc . To work, it must be a highly selective, 
honor organization in which selection to membership indicates a 
desired and recognized accomplishment and the student body who 
typify the very best of the Miners . 
It is possible that the Ambassador members could, at university 
expense, travel to high schools and junior colleges to speak about 
UMR and-Qr engineering and-Qr science with a freedom not 
presently given to the faculty . Their closeness to the audience 
should well supercede the capabilities of a faculty or ad-
ministrative person and their message be of a student's view 
speaking to a student. 
The organization, since it represents the university , could, if 
approved, be funded and student operated , Much like aspects of the 
Student Council, this operating budget could be handled by the 
officers and the faculty advisors-representatives who could ap-
prove and process expenses against the budget. 
Involvement in and participation in off campus activities such as 
Career Days, high school engagements, alumni group presen-
tations , etc . should be expensable against this support budget. 
That 's it. The details of composition, formation , etc., are not 
necessary now but could be worked out by an initial group through 
the Student Council to receive their ideas on whether such an honor 
group is viable, if it would work and if it should or should not be 
pursued . If so, then the initial development of it would-should 
evolve from this Student Council group. 
His father may be in one of 
many lines of work, but the 
largest single group are 
businessmen (29 .2 per cent) 
while the fathers of 16 per cent 
are skilled workers. Almos t 12 
per cent are following in their 
father 's footsteps by becoming 
engineers. 
Politically , 47.3 per cent 
consider themselves . middle of 
the road, with about 21 per cent 
liberal and 22 per cent con-
servative. <Only 1.S per cent 
considered themselves far left 
and .8 per cent far right) . Most 
apparently expect college to 
polarize their views. In four 
years only 38 per cent expect to 
be in the middle group. Nine per 
cent expect to be more liberal 
and two per cent more con-
servative 
NOTICE! 
AUSA will present three 
newly commissioned 
Lieutenants t'o discuss the 
entrance and initial 
training of ROTC 
graduates. Thursday night, 
March 25, 7:30 p.m ., Room 
117 C.E. All interested 
students are welcome 
Refreshments will be 
served. 
Hey! 
Fill out a " bitch" form at 
the S.U. candy counter and 
let your StUdent Council 
"Bitch" committee know 
how you feel. 
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Arms March JJ - 31 
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On March 30th and 31st the 
UMR campus will be able to 
exercise its constitutional right 
-- that is the right to "bare" 
arms. Between the hours of 
10 :30 a .m . and 4:00 p.m. on 
Tuesda y, March 30th , and 
Wednesday , March 31st , the 
ravishing nurses of the 
American Red Cross will sin-
cerely ask all Miners to " bare" 
their arms . The nurses will be 
waiting in the Student Union 
Ballroom. Anyone will be able 
to donate blood on the above 
dates . The only stipulation for 
those Miners who are still 
minors <under 21) is a signed 
permission slip which will be 
inc luded in this issue of " The 
Missouri Miner." 
The process of gIVing blood 
will go thru three check 
s tations. Sta tion one consists of 
taking down your name, ad-
O dress and other identifica tion 
~ information. At s tation two a 
::r: nurse will record your previous 
(1) medical history on a check list 
'1 of medical requirements . A 
(1) sample of blood is taken from 
• · · • · · · · · 
your ear lobe at station three . 
The nurse checks the sample for 
hemoglobin by dropping it in a 
solution of copper sulphate . If 
the blood coagulates as it falls 
through the solution, 
hemoglobin is present. 
It 's up to everyone to con-
tribute and make the blood 
drive a success. UMR has a 
record of always coming to the 
front on community service 
projects - let's uphold this 
tradition. 
NOTICE! 
Don ' t forget the talent 
show, Fripay, April 23. All 
students are eligible. 
Deadline for application is 
April 16. Applications are 
available at the S.U. Candy 
Counter and Student Union 
Room 212. ....................... ~.~.~.~.~. ~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~. ~.~.~.~. ~.~ .•. .:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; .. 
NOTICE! 
The Wesley program will 
be Wednesday , March 24 , 
with Dean Planje speaking 
on The Student's Role in 
University Decisions at 6 
p.m. a t the Wesley House , 
403 Wes t Eighth Street. 
BUSY BEE 
LAUNDRY-CLEANERS 
14th & OAK 
2 Shirts FREE laundered 
(ON HANGERS ONLY) 
WITH CLEANING ORDER 
EI-Char-Eve 
STEAK HOUSE 
"We Serve The Greatest 
Steaks k1 Town" 
Hwy. 63 ~uth 
Ji4-9!Dl 
FLOAT THE LimE PINEY IN A GRUMAN CANOE 
OZARK EQUIPMENT CO. 
Complete Rental Service (At A New Location) 
Hwy. 63 - Across From Pryors Pizza 
Phone : 364-2180 
WANT QUALITY 
CONTRACEPTIVES? 
Once upon a time, the best male contracept ives that money 
could buy were in you r loca l drugstore. That time is gone. 
Today, the world's best condoms come from En>(land, and 
are available in Amer ica only from 
P OPULATIO N P L AN l'o"lNG 
the exclusl\.'e U.s distributor {or two remarkable (ana 
hIghly popular) British condoms-scientifIcally shaped Nu Form 
and superfme Fetherllte-And we make them avaIlable through 
the privacy of th e matis, Both are superbly fme and Ilgh t-
lIghter than drugstore brands, They average 1.25 gms apIece 10 
be precise. These contracep tives a re made by LR Industries 01 
London , the world's largest manui~H.:turer o f contraceptive prod-
ucts. They not on ly meet ngorous U.S. FDA specifications, but 
are made to British Government Standard 3704 as well. You 
won't find a more reliable condom anywhere, 
lnterested? If you'd like samples, send 25( for each. Or wntc 
for full mformatlon without obhgatlon. We'll send you details 
about our complete hne of men's contraceplJves. l We explam the 
differences between the brands). We also have foam for women . 
And books on birth corrtrol. population. and ecology. What arc 
you waIting for? 
POPULATION PLANN I NG, ASSOC. 
Box 2556-C, Chapel HI li , N. C. 21514 
Gentlemen: 
Please send me sample ---.NuFonn ; ~etherUte. I 
enclose 25t for each; --fujI delaU8 wJ,thout obligation . 
Name ____________________________________ _ 
Address 
Clty ______________ State ________ Zlp ______ _ 
Wednesday, March 24, 1971 
Attention: 
Do You Have Trouble 
Finding Books 
In The Library? 
Then here are some suggestions to help us all: 
IF YOU RESERV a book , be sure you put it back in its 
proper place. If you do not it could be lost for a week or more . 
IF YOU DO NOT RESERVE the book , place it in the 
receptable for books to be reshelved, so it will be shelved 
when the next person wants it. 
WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED with books, return them to 
the library as soon as possible. 
By following these simple suggestions you will save 
yourself and others time and frustration . 
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS 
A 5'MP~6 RE.MAIZK Fr<oM ~ 






Watch For New Programs, 
And New Times - -
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~7 '1~o:;INER SPORTS 
Missouri Tigers 
Topple UMR 2-0; 
Howard Shines 
GLENN JENSEN, SPORTS EDITOR Showing the ill effects of St. 
SEMS Wins MIAA Track Title 
Pat 's party weekend , the 
Miners Soccer Club lost a hard 
fought contest to the better 
conditioned Tigers from 
Columbia , 2-0. Controlling the 
ball most of the game, 
Columbia kept constant 
pressure on the Miners and 
forced them to play defensively, 
instead of their normal game. 
Another thorn in the Miners' 
side was the absence of two key 
players, Tony Meyer and Pat 
Kroll. Kroll has been out since 
the beginning of the season wi th 
a broken leg. His return to the 
defense will make it im-
penetrable . Also, star forward 
Mike Barboglia was injured in 
the first half, whhich caused a 
gap in the Miners ' scoring 
threats. 
The UMR track squad 
traveled to Columbia this last 
weekend for competition in the 
MIAA Indoor Track Meet. A 
total of seven conference teams 
competed in the meet which 
was held in Brewer Field 
House. The Miners found the 
competition in the meet tough 
as only four members of the 
squad were able to place. 
Don Hemenover of UMR 
placed third in the 60 yard high 
hurdles as he clocked a time of 
7.8 sec. In the shot put UMR 
placed two men as Curt Sim-
mons captured fourth place 
with a throw of 47'712 ' and Ed 
Hanstein received fifth place 
with a throw of 46'13,4 ' . Bob 
Rice took fifth place in the 2 
mile run as he covered the 
distance in 9:50.9. Eric Potts of 
UMR competed in the 440 yard 
dash and clocked a time of 51.3 
sec. which would have placed 
him in the event , but was 
disqualified for cutting in on a 
turn. 
The team winner of the meet 
was SEMS who compiled a total 
of 77 points. The other teams of 
in order of the points they 
gained were: NEMS -- 50, 
Lincoln -- 31 , SWMS -- 17, CMS--
13, and UMR -- 7. The next UMR 
track meet is Wednesday the 
30th here in Rolla against 
Evangel College. 
Both Simmons ' and Rice 's 
efforts were new school records 
for the indoor meet and the mile 
rela y a lso set a new ma rk , 
though they placed but sixth. 
Coach Finley was not too 
dejected , though the meet did 
not turn out well for the Miners. 
Last year , the UMR runners 
finished last indoors but came 
back to place four th in the 
outdoor meet. After the Miners 
get outdoors , they will have a 
better chance to develop the 
potential of what Coach Finley 
terms his best team ever. 
8aseballers' Season Opens 
Friday Against Will. Penn 
The Miner baseballers will 
take the field for the first time 
in 1971 this Friday as they host 
William Penn College from 
Oskaloosa, Iowa in a double 
header, starting at 1:00 p.m. 
Then on Saturday, they will 
travel to Point Lookout , 
Missouri for another 
doubleheader againt the School 
of the Ozarks. Since the games 
are non-conference , Head 
Coach Lyle Rhea hopes to get a 
good look at all his rookies and 
give the veterans a chance to 
get back into the swing of 
things. 
Probable starters for 
Friday's duels are Don Frank-
forther and Dwight Stack. Both 
are left-handers and saw a lot of 
of action last year. Stack was 
voted the Most Valuable Player 
on last year's squad. Starting in 
NOTICE! 
Blood Drive will be on 
campus March 30 and 31 
between the hours of 10: 30 
a.m. and 4:00 p.m. in the 
Student Union Ballroom. 
Saturday 's games will probably 
be Jim Gegge and Gary 
Hagger. Gegge saw some action 
last year and hagger broke his 
arm and could not play last 
year. Since the weather is still a 
little cold, some sore arms 
could change the pitching 
lineup, but with eleven pitchers 
now on the roster , Coach Rhea 
does not foresee any grave 
problems should someone have 
a little arm stiffness. 
Coach Rhea plans to try to 
start a squad of veterans and a 
squad of newcomers in each 
doubleheader. He would like to 
"see what his kids can do , so 
everyone will play. " 
The early , nonconference 
games could give the Miners a 
big boost in their bid for the 
MIAA crown , since last year , 
their first games were a crucial 
three-game set in Springfield in 
which they went down to defeat 
three times. With a little more 
experience under their belts , 
the Miners should be able to 
make a better run at the con-
ference title. The first MIAA 
encounter for the Miners is 
Saturday , April 3 in Rolla 
against Lincoln University. 
$ $ $ 'S A V E $ $. $ 
HOOK AUTO SUPPLY 
STUDENT DISCOUNT PBICES 
Open Man - -Fri 8:30 - 7PM and Sat 8:30 - 6PM 
Fuller Jewelry 
The Finest In Diamonds 
And Jewelry 
U.M.R. Class Rings 
715 Pine St. 364-2142 Rolla, Mo. 
Don Hemenover scored UMR's highest finish 
with a third in the hurdles in last Saturday's 
MIAA meet. 
"Spacey" Is All-American 
For Second Year In A Row 
Sophomore sensation Rick 
Marshall became an All-
American for the second year in 
succession as he placed in the 
NCAA College Division 
National Meet last weekend at 
Springfield , Massachusetts. For 
the second year , also , Rick won 
the title by placing in the 100-
yard breast stroke. 
Freshman Mark Hanneke and 
Sophomore Randy Click 
accompanied Rick to the meet, 
but did not fare so well in the 
competition. Mark did not make 
the fi nals in either event, and 
Randy missed the cutoff in the 
three-meter diving competition 
by only four points and could 
have moved up quite a bit in the 
competition since he did more 
dives well than many of the 
divers who made the cutoff for 
the finals. 
Coach Bob Pease is already 
looking forward to next year 's 
season , since he will probably 
not lose anybody who scored in 
the conference meet. Also, he 
has already recruited two fine 
prospects for next year who 
plan to attend UMR, Glenn 
Virtue and Bill Kroeger. Glenn 
is a fine all-around swimmer 
from Tinley Park, Illinois. He 
swims the individual medley , 
breast stroke, distance free 
style, and butterfly. Bill is from 
Chaminade High School in St. 
Louis and is a back stroker. He 
swam on the state champion 
medley relay team in this 
year's meet. 
NOTICE! 
Easter Vacation will 
begin April 3 at 5 p.m. and 
close April 13 at 7:30 a .m. 
Suffering their first loss of the 
season, the Miners are out to 
seek revenge and wreak havoc 
on their future opponents . The 
Miners' Soccer Club would like 
to thank all those who came out 
and supported the team Sunday . 
The team hopes that they will 
continue to come out and cheer 
the Miners on . 
Player of the game award 
went to Bob Howard who played 




1. Kappa Sigma 
2. Lambda Chi 
3. TechClub 
4. Phi Kap 
5. Engine Club 
6. Sigma Pi 
7. 5gers Club 
8. Teke 
9. Sigma Phi Ep 
10. Delta Sig 
11. Sigma Nu 
12. Thomas Jefferson 
13.MRHA 
14. Shamrock Club 
15. Beta Sigma Psi 
16. Kappa Alpha 
17. Pi Kappa Alpha 
18. Delta Tau Delta 
19. Sig Tau Gamma 
20. Prospectors 
21. Campus Club 
22. Alpha Phi Alpha 
23. Theta Xi 
24. Liahona 
25 .. Triangle 
26. Wesley 
27.AEPi 
28. Theta Chi 
29. Acacia 
30. BSU 


































• ••••• I&IP THIS 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT 
To All Miners 
"" '. . . ~ 
,SAVE 
30c 
With This Coupon You On A Jumbo Box 
Get 5 Pieces Chicken, Snowy . Value Sl:95 
-:-~-~ Whipped, Potato, Cole Slaw and 2 Rolls 
\~ ~"~"<l~<\ . For Only 
{; r .i}-1 TWO LIMIT $1 65 
l '}}i NO SUBSTITUTIONS 
~ ;i 1J ____ MALCOM'S 
, . \( " I Kt.t!~k'l rrl!d Chlc!tl 
JOJ S. Highway 63 ROLLA Phone 364-6307 
, ,.-----........ -.... .................... 
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Miner Sharpshooters Presented 
Trophies In Awards Ceremony 
Intramural Softball 
Season Opens Monday 
In an awards ceremony held 
in the ROTC building 11 March 
1971. Colonel Vernon T. Loesing 
awarded numerous awards to 
the University of Missouri-Rolla 
Rifle Team which they have 
won in three rifle matches this 
semester. 
Colonel Loesing presented to 
Jon Howell, the UMR Rifle 
Team Captain, the second place 
trophy from the Ok lahoma 
State University Invitational. 
As the weather starts war-
ming, softball rivalries will be 
soon r enewed in the 1971 in -
tramura l softball tournament. 
All of last yea r 's league 
champions will be re turning key 
perso nne l a nd are looking 
forward to the playoffs again , 
while many of last year's teams 
are looking forward to the 
chance to get to the finals . Last 
year's champions, Kappa 
AJpha, will be re turning their 
pitcher , A.B. Blalock, as will 
Ka ppa Sigma , Triangle , and 
Sigma Pi. Tri a ngle's Fre d 
Gatewood is probably the best 
pitcher to play UMR intramura l 
softball s ince Merle Hill hurled 
for Sigma Nu a few years ago. 
can wear only rubber clea ted 
shoes, not spikes . In the case of 
ra in , the schedule will continue 
with all postponed games being 
played at the end of the season. 
Fast pitch softball will be 
played , but strict pitching rules 
will be adhered to. Also , the 
pi tcher is not allowed to wear a 
white shirt. After three in-
nings , the fifteen run rule is in 
effect. 
NOTICE! Ken Gastreich and Jon Howell were presented the 1st 
place two man team match 
trophy which was won a t Fort 
Riley on 13 February. This 
match the UMR students faced 
competition of not only college 
teams but a lso the top shooters 
of the Army and Air Force, Both 
Ken and Jon received individual 
trophies to mark this out-
standing performance at the 
Fort Riley Match. 
Colonel Loesing presents the team trophy for 
the University of South Dakota Pheasant Shoot 
to the UMR Rifle Team. 
The rules are much the same 
as last year. Play will probably 
start Monday, March 29 with 
four leagues. Nine men will 
constitute a team and players 
The Wesley program will 
be Wednesday , March 24 , 
with Dean Planje speaking 
on The Student's Role in 
University Decisions at 6 
p.m . at the Wesley House, 
403 West Eighth Street. 
The top event was the 
awarding .the trophies and 
personal awards from the 
University of South Dakota. 
Colonel boesing awarded to the 
team the first place trophy . Ken 
Gastreich received the top 
individual trophy as well as an 
individual trophy for being on 
the team. He also received two 
clocks and a la rge sportsman 
Left to right: Ken Gastreich, Jon Howell, 
Colonel Loesing, Richard Mursch and Rifle 
Coach Master Sergeant Bracy, Missing from the 
team picture was Jeff Hafkemeyer, ST. LOUIS & KANSAS 
CITY AREA STUDENTS flashlight. Jon Howell received an individual trophy and a 
hunting knife for firing high 
kneeling score. 
Richard Mursch received an 
individual trophy and two 
transistor radios. Colonel 
SPORTS LINE-UP 
V ARSITY BASEBALL 
March 26 William Penn College (2) Rolla 
March 27 School of the Ozarks (2) Pt. Lookout 
V ARSITY GOLF 
March 26-27 UMR Best Ball Tourney Rolla 
V ARSITY TRACK 
March 30 Evangel College Rolla 
HUGE & WILD DISCOUNTS ! 
S T E REO RECORDS & TAPES 
SPEEDY SERVICE · SEND FOR YOUR FREE LIST 
THE STUDENT STORE P.O. lOX 64 





RESTAURANT & BEER GARDEN 
Hwy, 63 N At Olive St . 
OPEN SUNDAY 
11:00 AM - 8:00 PM 
SPAGHETTI, CHAR BROILED, STEAKS, CHICKEN, 
CHOPS, PIZZA, PLATE LUNCHES, SANDWICHES 
Loesing added his praise to the 
team for their outstanding 
s hooting and wished them 
luck in their future matches. 
Since the awards presentation 
the UMR Rfle Team has won 
first place in the Lincoln 
Nebraska Match and the Little 
Camp Perry Match. More about 
these matches is forthcoming. 
So far this year your UMR 
Rifle Team has entered 11 
matches and placed first in 
eight of the matches, This is an 
outstanding record and the 
Miner Rifle Team once again 
retains its reputation of being 
one of the finest teams in the 
nation. 
NOTICE! 
Nominations for Student 
Council Representatives 
will be April 13. Continued 
nominations and elections 
will be April 27. 
LOOKING FOR SUMMER 
EMPLOYMENT 
EARN $1500 THIS 
SUMMER AND MORE!! 
DELITE WHOLESALE Now Interviewing 
-From Now Until March 31-
REOUIREMENTS: DRIVER'S LICENSE 
CALL 364-9954 - Ask For Larry Vidinha To Schedule 
An Interview 
SKIP INTO KENMARK'S 
This Ad Is Worth 
Three Tennis Balls At 
KENMARK'S 
Until April 15 
Have Your Racket Restrung 
And Present This Ad To 
Receive Three Free 
Tennis Balls 
,. 
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